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CHALLENGE

How to maintain an Operational Safety Level, regarding
people, environment, carbon footprint, infrastructure,
community relations, etc., Maximizing Productivity?
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MARITIME BUSINESS CONTEXT
DIRECTEMAR
(Chilean authority)

Protocols / Resolutions / Operation

Meteorological and Oceanographic Data and
Information

PORT CAPACITY
MAXIMIZATION OF USE / AVAILABILITY

ASSETS
•
•
•
•
•

Docks
Cranes
Warehouse areas
Ships
Access roads

MANAGEMENT
• Transfer per linear meter
• Warehouse area transfer or
productivity
• Gantry crane transfer or
productivity
• Size and shipping time
• Ship productivity

Frontier Science &
Technologies

PORT CLOSURES FOR THE 19 CAPTAINCIES
EXPOSED TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN

RISK Determination of IMPACTS of CLIMATE CHANGE on the Coasts of Chile,
Volume 5: Vulnerability and Risk in Ports,
Ministry of the Environment, October 22, 2019
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¿WHO ARE WE?
SIPROL SpA is a Chilean company of innovation in technology, information and
communications that provides services and high-level studies in engineering and science,
in the fields of meteorology, maritime climate, environment, operational excellence and
sustainability.
SIPROL SpA incorporates frontier science and cutting-edge technology to generate
essential information and studies of excellence that contribute to the sustainability and
competitiveness of society and industry.
SIPROL SpA is linked to the Universidad de Concepción in R+D+I issues.
SIPROL SpA Vision: Be a Latin American benchmark for innovation that provides services
of excellence and high-level studies in engineering and science.

SIPROL SpA Mission: Provide elements of frontier science and cutting-edge technology
that add value and sustainability to the work of society and
industry.
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¿WHO ARE WE?
SIPROL SpA is an applied science and engineering company with a vast experience in R + D + i

• 8 Ph.D., 4 Masters Degree
• 13 years of experience
• More than 35 projects in 10 technologies

• High-level advisory and consulting
• More than 100 scientific articles published
• Scientific books published
• Participation in more than 50 congresses
• More than 8 patents awarded

• Strategic alliances with centers of excellence
in Chile and abroad
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¿WHAT IS SIPROL®?
¿HOW DO WE DIFFERENTIATE OURSELVES?
SIPROL® is a three-dimensional (3D) virtual technology in the geophysics domain, based
on the conservative management of energy in the atmosphere and oceans.
By using frontier science and high performance computing, it solves the meteorological
and oceanographic dynamics with accuracy to establish historical records, to generate
forecasts and to develop high-value engineering studies.

SIPROL® provides precise, accurate, timely and confident information: wave height, swell
period and direction, marine current, wind speed and direction, temperature, pressure,
relative humidity, solar radiation, rainfall, environmental variables, etc.
SIPROL® technology is periodically tested and compared against international standards
established by world agencies such as NOAA, ECMWR, and also by academic references.
SIPROL® uses advanced applied science, cutting-edge technologies and high-level
management, which has allowed it to position itself as one of the most reputable CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) technologies in the field of meteorology, oceanography,
environment and other related fields.

SIPROL® offers its clients today, the future of 3D virtual technology.
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¿WHAT DO WE OFFER?

Timely, accurate and quality information in
meteorology, oceanography, environment and related
areas generated by frontier science:

THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIRTUAL TECHNOLOGY.
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TECHNICAL COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE #1:
INCORPORATES FRONTIER SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
This image is
Bahia
Quinteros
that is shown
as example.

SIPROL®:

Standard
Techniques:
One point
represents
625 km² of
information.

We are able to
use same
technique to
develop the
tool anywhere
in wide world.

Solve and
discriminate
information at
meter level.
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TECHNICAL COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE #2:
DISCRIMINATION CAPACITY IN THE SAME AREA

As a study case, here the behaviour of three
control point of Bahia Quintero in 5ta Region is
presented (see image on the right).
Each point of operation in the same area is
described in all its 3D complexity and is
analyzed taking into account its particularities:
operational limits, function, historical records.
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TECHNICAL COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE #3:
ACCURACY IN SHORT-TERM FORECASTS EXAMPLE ATI
Period: week 48 to the 53, year 2020 in ATI
RMSE=0,113 [m]; BIAS=0,010 [m]; R²=0,783

This image illustrated comparison between wave
behaviour (measured by physical buoy) and 3D virtual
forecasted values in Antofagasta International Terminal
(see image on the right). If access to device of swell
measurement is available, same comparison and study
could be developed anywhere in the world.
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TECHNICAL COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE #4:
HIGH PERFORMANCE IN TREND PROJECTION
A twenty-five years (1995 – 2019) Hindcasting of wave behaviour was done to
establish the Trend Projection to Puerto de San Antonio.
Fortnight
N°1
N°2
N°3

Interval
Week 48
Week 50
Week 52

Ween 49
Week 51
Week 53

Real Days of
Closure
Transition
2,42
5,33
2,54
4,46
3,79
5,42

Limits Established by
Trend Projection
[2.1, 3.6] [4.5, 5.5]
[1.0, 1.1] [2.6, 2.9]
[2.3, 3.8] [5.1, 6.3]

Robustness and assertiveness of the technique offered to project trends with a high
probability of occurrence - greater than 0.875 - in the medium and long term.
As is normal in an environment of uncertainty, the presence of a singular energy front
is evident during the second Fortnight considered, which alters the historical baseline.
This example corresponds to what occurred in San Antonio Bay during weeks 48/2020
till week 01/2021. It was informed to all parties, two months in advance of the event.
This hindcasting technique allows to anticipate and take into account extreme
phenomena, in order to optimize planning of operations and to maximize security of
personnel and protection of the infrastructure.
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TECHNICAL COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE #5:
HIGH LEVEL STUDY: RESONANT STATES & WAVE REFRACTION
Forecast and alert of resonant states within port
docks and complex wave refraction phenomena.
These events produce an amplification of the
movement of the free surface, conditioning the
normal development of port operations.
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2
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The exposed case corresponds to the computation of instabilities in Antofagasta
International Terminal. This kind of studies are available anywhere if required.

TECHNICAL COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE #6:
EXCELLENCE THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIRTUAL METEOROLOGY

Atmospheric Pressure measured in situ (green curve) v/s Virtual Forecast (black curve)
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CASE STUDY:
RECOVERY OF VALUE IN A MARITIME TERMINAL

Intensive use of SIPROL® technology to plan,
manage and operate allowed to reduce the
downtime due to strong surges: 631 hours were
recovered in one year, and associated costs reduced
by 40%.

OUR PROPOSAL FOR A MARINE BUSINESS
 To generate a 25-years hindcasting in meteorology and/or operational oceanography
at some geographical points defined together with client.
 To generate a meteorological and/or operational oceanographic Trend Projection for
the period 2021 and/or 2022.
 To deliver daily at defined geographical points the following information:
• Oceanographic forecast each hour between the first and sixth day,
• Oceanographic forecast each three hours between seventh and fifteenth day,
• Weather forecast each hour between the first and fourth day.
 Provided access to the measurement devices, SIPROL® would be in position to
generate monthly comparison and analysis between real values behaviour (measured
by physical instruments) and three-dimensional virtual forecasted values.
 Beside top of line technology, SIPROL® offers accompaniment services to be
conducted on meetings with relevant stake holders, such as, local port authority,
harbour master and port pilots working, among others.

 SIPROL® offers various high-level studies in engineering and applied sciences.
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